IPv6 Ephemeral Addresses

Abstract

This document describes a new address type that is called "Ephemeral Addresses". Ephemeral Addresses are designed to be used as clients' source addresses of TCP / UDP sessions. An idea Ephemeral Addresses is simple enough. They are achieved by deriving existing "ephemeral ports" specifications. In other words, they are achieved by naturally upgrading their concept from the port space to the address space. Since Ephemeral Addresses functions are implemented only in the kernel side of the OS, we can use the Ephemeral Addresses functions in current exiting enormous client applications without modifying them. Ephemeral Addresses functions can contribute to various types of security enhancements that include privacy protections etc.
1. Introduction

In current communication style, IP communication sessions are multiplexed at two different layers (Network and Transport). In the IPv4 era when one node owns one IP address, this communication style was reasonable. However, we are moving to the IPv6 era that it has become normal for one node to own multiple IP addresses. This communication style is getting less optimized. It must be time to reconsider current communication style and to find suitable communication style for the IPv6 era.

As a first step, this document proposes a new address type that is called "Ephemeral Addresses". Ephemeral Addresses are designed to be used as clients’ source addresses of TCP / UDP sessions. An idea Ephemeral Addresses is simple enough. They are achieved by deriving existing "ephemeral ports" specifications. In other words, they are achieved by naturally upgrading their concept from the port space to the address space. Since Ephemeral Addresses functions are implemented only in the kernel side of the OS, we can use the Ephemeral Addresses functions in current exiting enormous client applications without modifying them. Ephemeral Addresses functions can contribute to various types of security enhancements that include privacy protections etc.

2. Definitions and Characteristics of Ephemeral Addresses

Definitions of Ephemeral Addresses are deprived from those of ephemeral ports. They are almost same as definitions of ephemeral ports. Only the differences are located in which layer they are used. Ephemeral ports are used as ports on the transport layer. On the other hand, Ephemeral Addresses are used as addresses on the network layer.

2.1 Where Ephemeral Addresses are used

Since ephemeral ports are used as clients’ source ports of TCP / UDP sessions on client nodes, Ephemeral Addresses are used as clients’ source addresses of TCP / UDP sessions on client nodes.

2.2 When Ephemeral Addresses are generated, assigned and disposed.

Since ephemeral ports are generated and assigned at when sessions are initiated on client nodes to communicate with server nodes, Ephemeral Addresses are generated and assigned at when sessions are initiated on client nodes to communicate with server nodes.

Since ephemeral ports are disposed on client nodes at when the sessions are closed, Ephemeral Addresses are also disposed on
2.3 Effects to current applications and their programming styles

In typical client applications, source ports and addresses for their sessions are not specified.

When client applications do not specify source ports, the OS on the client node picks up and assigns appropriate source ports for their sessions automatically. (Such ports are called "ephemeral ports").

If the kernel of the OS implemented Ephemeral Address functions and client applications do not specify source address (typical cases), the OS on the client node picks up and assigns appropriate source addresses for their sessions automatically. Such addresses are called "Ephemeral Addresses".

Important things in above described issued that: client applications do not specify source address for their session and there is no programming codes to specify source addresses.

It means that we can introduce Ephemeral Addresses features without modifying current existing enormous applications.

3. Comparison of Ephemeral Addresses and Temporary Addresses

In [RFC4941], "Temporary Addresses" are defined in order to enhance the privacy protection. Compared with Ephemeral Addresses, Temporary Addresses have the following similar functions.

1. The addresses are only used for client nodes addresses.
2. The addresses have lifetime, and theirs usable period is limited.
3. The addresses can enhance the privacy protection.

Therefore, we compare them in detail as follows.

3.1. Comparison from Abstract Function Viewpoints

[Temporary Address]:

A client uses a Temporary Address to access MULTIPLE services that are provided by multiple servers. The address is basically RE-USED when the client accesses a new service.

Timings when the address is created and abolished are not clearly defined. Therefore, in the worst case, the following situation may happen. When the lifetime of the Temporary Address expires and the
address becomes invalid, a session may be suddenly terminated even if the session is still active. Temporary Address includes the above potential problems.

[Ephemeral Address]:

A client uses an Ephemeral Address to access a SINGLE service. Of course, it is provided by a single server. The address is basically NOT RE-USED for other sessions. Timings when the address is created and disposed are very clearly defined, because their definitions are derived from "ephemeral ports" specifications, and no problems are reported on "ephemeral ports" functions now. Thus, it never happens that the session is suddenly terminated when the lifetime of the Ephemeral Addresses expire.

Temporary Addresses are basically designed for long period lifetime usages. As a result, it is designed as a "RE-USE" type address. Since its design is NOT carried through a "one-time" policy, it has potential problems. On the other hand, the design of Ephemeral Address is carried through a "one-time" policy. An Ephemeral Address do not have the same types of problems that Temporary Addresses have.

Since the lifetime value of an Ephemeral Address becomes comparatively shorter than that of Temporary Address, it entails the following features. It is difficult for crackers to attack sessions or nodes that have such short lifetime addresses. Since this feature is good from a security viewpoint, it becomes additional benefit of Ephemeral Addresses.

3.2. Comparison from Address Creation Rule Viewpoints

Since Temporary Address is basically created by using simple random numbers, there is no relationship among series of created addresses. Thus, it is almost impossible to tell which Temporary Address comes from which node. With this specification, Anonymity is provided, but this becomes an unwelcome feature for administrators who would like to manage address information.

On the other hand, in the case of Ephemeral Address, it is necessary to include "port equivalent" info into the address. By putting some rules in a method including such "port equivalent" info, it becomes possible to have some relationships among series of created addresses. In other words, it becomes possible for administrators who know such including rules to manage Ephemeral Addresses (this feature is called Pseudonymity). The Ephemeral Address can provide not only an Anonymity feature but also a Pseudonymity feature.
We can also say that Ephemeral Addresses specification is superior to Temporary Address specification on this viewpoint.

4. Future Work

A definition which address values are used for Ephemeral Addresses is not clarified in this document. It will be clarified a future issued document. Ephemeral Addresses are categorized into a dynamically generated addresses type. When we use Ephemeral Addresses, we will meet the same type of problems that dynamically generated addresses have. We can not easy to omit or avoid the DAD operation time. It takes time to start using Ephemeral Addresses. Optimistic DAD [RFC4429] will not become the perfect solution to solve above described problems. In future documents, we will discuss the relationships between dynamically generated addresses and DAD operations and provide a kind of clear solution to meet this problem.

5. Security Considerations

Security Considerations of Temporary Addresses [RFC4941] can also be applied to Ephemeral Addresses. Since Ephemeral Addresses can provide Pseudonymity features, it becomes much easier to administer them than to administer Temporary Addresses.

6. IANA Considerations

Address space for Ephemral Addresses may be assigned by the IANA

Appendix A. Implementations

The Ephemral Address specification has been implemented under the following environments, and its basic functionaries have been verified

OS: FreeBSD6.2R (32bit / 64bit)
CPU: i386 / amd64
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